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ABSTRACT

Role engineering is one of the fundamental phases for migrating existing enterprises to Role Based Access Control. In organisations with a large number of users and permissions, this task can be time consuming and costly if a top down approach is used. Existing bottom up approaches are not sufficient in producing a comprehensive set of roles for hierarchical Role Based Access Control. In this research, we propose a predominately bottom up approach that uses Graph Optimisation to identify appropriate role hierarchies. Additional partial role specifications can be incorporated to produce a hybrid approach. Using rules that reduce administration requirements, roles and their hierarchies are automatically extracted from large numbers of permission assignments. The results of the Graph Optimisation approach are hierarchical Role Based Access Control infrastructures that offer improved access control administration for the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The incorporation of roles for Role Based Access Control (RBAC) [3] into large enterprises reduces administration costs of user to object permissions. Additional placement of these roles into a hierarchy reduces management costs of the roles. This reduction of administration requirements is one of the main benefits for the RBAC infrastructure. While these benefits are significant, implementation of roles into existing environments requires the generation of a set of roles that accurately reflect the functionalities of that environment.

This creation of a set of roles is called role engineering [1]. Role engineering involves the extraction of roles from an existing infrastructure and is the first phase of the role life cycle [4]. This phase is difficult as identifying roles from natural organisational functionalities is not intuitive, requiring many human hours of analysis and elicitation if a top down approach is deployed [5].

An alternative approach is bottom up role engineering, using existing user permission assignments to derive candidate roles. This approach attempts to automate the process of role discovery to create a more cost effective solution to role engineering. Existing approaches have used role mining [5], the application of data mining techniques on permission to user assignments to extract roles and hierarchies. However, role mining suffers from the inherent problems of their chosen mining technique, causing conceptual errors in the way roles are automatically extracted.

To bypass the data mining issues, this paper proposes an automated bottom up role engineering approach that uses an alternative method for creating a role structure. The proposed approach uses Graph Optimisation to derive the most suitable roles for optimal administration benefits. This approach does not suffer the same drawbacks present in data mining methods and uses graphs and matrices to represent users and their permissions. Role to user assignments and permission to role assignments are represented as decompositions of the user permission access control matrix. The set of roles given a set of users and permissions is derivable by finding the decomposition of the user permission matrix. For our approach, the measures used to create the decomposition relies on the reduced permission management benefits that RBAC offers. The resultant infrastructure provides improved administration benefits for permission management.

Partial role information can also be added to produce a hybrid approach. If information exists on certain roles that are required in the final role hierarchy, they can be added before the engineering process.

This research aims to discover a stable role hierarchy using Graph Optimisation through a set of users and their permissions. The approach attempts to address previous issues with role engineering as discussed in Section 2. This section will give an overview of previous approaches as well as some
background and motivation for our research. Section 3 will explain our methodology and how Graph Optimisation can be used to find a stable role hierarchy for RBAC. We test and discuss this approach in Section 4 and finally conclude our findings with future work possibilities in Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND

This section will discuss existing approaches for role engineering and their limitations. Our motivation was driven by the downsides of current techniques for role engineering. Our aim is to identify a set of roles that creates the most administration benefits for RBAC.

Role engineering originated from the need to create a set of roles that encapsulates the functionalities and responsibilities of a working enterprise [1]. The intuitive method of identifying roles is by elicitation; extraction from job functionalities, scenarios and processes [6, 7]. Initial approaches used use cases to group actions performed in a particular procedure into a role [2]. Different variations on role requirement elicitations were analysed but there is one major problem that is unavoidable in all top down approaches: top down role engineering is a manual process.

Manual role engineering is a time consuming and costly phase of RBAC development. Results derived using top down approaches are also prone to errors as operations performed together in a particular transaction may not necessarily imply a role. Implementation of semi-automated approaches can potentially reduce costs by 60% [5]. Top down approaches also disregard the information that already exist within the enterprise.

To solve the issue of manual requirement elicitation for role extraction, more recent approaches have turned to automated bottom up processes for role engineering. Due to the amount of data that needs to be processed and analysed, the most common approach to bottom up role engineering is role mining, the application of data mining techniques to extract roles. Role mining also utilizes user permission assignments that are present within the established organisation. Current approaches have used clustering analysis to group sets of permissions together to form roles [5, 9, 10]. In these approaches, each identified cluster is a candidate role.

Hierarchical clustering, clustering on users and clustering on permissions have been explored. These semi and fully automated approaches, while requiring significantly less user input than top down approaches, suffer from the drawbacks of their chosen clustering algorithm. Hierarchical clustering creates roles in a possible hierarchy, however, permissions may only exist in one role inheritance path. This limitation is not a realistic assumption in practice. Other clustering drawbacks that have been faced include requiring the number of role-clusters to be predefined before role mining can proceed and determining of weightings for best candidate role-clusters after they have been identified. Roles identified in the latter approaches also have no concept of a hierarchy.

For our work, we wanted to create a bottom up approach that uses existing user permissions to offer insight into the internal functionalities that can otherwise be neglected by top up approaches. We wanted to create an automated process without the problems faced by clustering role engineering techniques. To bypass the caveats of existing role mining techniques, Graph Optimisation of role to user and permission to role relationships were used to derive the best role hierarchy for efficient management and implementation.

![Figure 1: Graph representation of permission to user assignments](image1)

![Figure 2: Graph representation of role to users and role to permission assignments](image2)

To allow for flexibility, the approach can be modified to become a hybrid approach if preferred roles are specified. With or without partial role specification, the approach is capable of identifying roles for efficient administration management.

3. ROLE HIERARCHY GRAPHING

3.1 Graph and Matrix Representation

The fundamental concepts in access control security are users $u$, permissions $p$ and permission to user assignments $u \rightarrow p$. Permissions can be assigned to multiple users, users can be assigned multiple permissions. Given a set of $N$ users and $M$ permissions and a set of user permission assignments $\{u \rightarrow p\}$, a graph representation of their basic relationships can be shown in Figure 1.

This relationship between users and permissions can also be represented as an access control matrix $A$, a sparse matrix that shows permission assignments of every user [8]. While rarely being implemented due to memory constraints, all fundamental security access can be represented as $A = \text{access control matrix} = [a_{ij}]$.

In this matrix, $a_{ij} = 1$ implies user $i$ has permission $j$ and $a_{ij} = 0$ implies user $i$ does not have permission $j$. Each row represents all the permissions assigned to a particular user and each column represents the users a particular permission has been assigned to.

Both the graph and matrix represent direct permission to user assignments in the system. In RBAC, the intermediary concept of a role $r$ is added. Conceptually, this incorporation of roles inserts an addition layer of abstraction between permissions and users. Roles are assigned users $u \rightarrow r$ and permissions are then assigned roles $r \rightarrow p$ instead of direct permission to user assignments $u \rightarrow p$. Figure 2 shows the relationship between users, roles and permissions.

This addition of roles into the graph can also be shown as a decomposition of $A$ into two matrices $B$ and $C$ where $B = \text{user-role matrix} = [b_{ir}]$ and $C = \text{role-access matrix} = [c_{jr}]$. In these decomposition matrices, $B$ represents role to user assignments $\{u \rightarrow r\}$ and $C$ to represent permission to
the relation between roles and permissions, a natural join on roles and permissions. The operation on values of B and C to form the values of A can be described using operators $\land$ and $\lor$.

$$a_{ij} = \lor_k b_{ik} \land c_{kj}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

In this equation, $\land$ represents the and operator, meaning $b_{ik} \land c_{kj} = 1$ if and only if both $b_{ik} = 1$ and $c_{kj} = 1$ where $i$ represents a user, $k$ represents a role and $j$ represents the permission. However, since user $i$ can access permission $j$ through any role $k$, the or operator $\lor$ is used for all relevant $k \land$ operations.

A more generic form to create an operation for matrix elements is to create the equality for matrices A, B and C.

Using $\oplus$ as the composition operator, we now have equation:

$$A = B \oplus C$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Equations 1 and 2 are logically equivalent, operating on the elements of the matrix and the matrices as a whole respectively. A concrete example of the $\oplus$ operator is the natural join operator $\bowtie$ in relational algebra. If $B$ is considered the relation between users and roles and $C$ considered the relation between roles and permissions, a natural join on $B$ and $C$, $B \bowtie C$ would produce $A$, a relation containing users and their assigned permissions.

This decomposition lets us represent a single layer of roles between users and permissions. For hierarchical RBAC, a partial ordering on roles needs to be represented (Figure 3). This partial ordering of roles $r$ such that $r \rightarrow r'$ implies permissions that exist within $r'$ also exist in $r$.

$$r \rightarrow r': \forall p \in r', p \in r$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

One solution is to add an additional matrix decomposition to represent relationships between roles. The decomposition of $A$ with a partial ordering hierarchically could be represented as $A = B \oplus B' \oplus C$ where $B'$ represents role to role assignments. That is, $B' = [b'_{ij}]$ where $b'_{ij} = 1$ implies role $i \rightarrow j$ or $\forall p \in j, p \in i$. Matrix $B$ allows any user to be assigned any role and matrix $B'$ allows the roles within $B$ to interact with each other. This means while $B'$ enforces a partial ordering on roles to form layers, a user can be directly assigned to any role at any level of the ordering.

To avoid the addition of an extra matrix, $C$ can be a self referencing matrix, enabling roles to reference other roles to form the partial ordering. This alteration in $C$ now allows any role to be assigned any other roles as well as permissions. Matrix $B$ can now associate any user to a role at any level of the partial ordering.

Allowing $C$ to be self referencing matrix or using $B'$ in the decomposition would produce Figure 3, creating more than one conceptual layer of roles to lie between users and permissions. This is the role infrastructure for hierarchical RBAC.

### 3.2 Problem Description

To create an RBAC infrastructure, we add roles and their corresponding relations with other roles, users and permissions. We describe the problem using our representations of $A$, $B$ and $C$ and work towards finding the best $B$ and $C$ decompositions of $A$. Discovering the best decompositions would identify the most effective role infrastructure from the given user permission assignments.

**Problem 1.** Given $A$, find decompositions $B$ and $C$ such that the identified roles provide the best RBAC solution for the system.

This problem statement requires a definition for what the best solution means. Given $A$, there are numerous compositions that comply with Equation 2. In order to find the optimal solution, we introduce some constraints on the decomposition that correspond with observations of RBAC. For our research, the constraints chosen were optimality measures that can be used to create a role infrastructure that offers the most improved administration benefits. One of the major benefits of RBAC is the reduction in management costs of access control permissions and the derived infrastructure attempts to maximise this reduction.

One observation that can be made is the addition of roles between users and permissions should not create additional or remove existing user permissions. The addition of roles should have no effect on final permission to user assignments, only the way permissions are assigned and thus what needs to be managed by security administrators.

The addition of roles means management now deals with role to user and permission to role assignments instead permissions to user assignments. The best role solution for increased management efficiency is one that requires the addition of the least number of role to user and permission to user relationships.

**Observation 1.** Reducing the number of role to user and permission to role assignments, reduces the administration required for role related assignments.

This first observation deals with role related relationships. These role related relationships are represented as edges in our graph. To reduce the number of role to user and permission to role assignments, the number of edges in the role based graph should be reduced. Since the role infrastructure of user permissions $A$ is constructed from $B$ and $C$, edges represented in $B$ and $C$ must be minimal satisfying Equation 2. Let the notation $|M|$ represent the number of edges represented by a matrix $M$. That is, the number of elements in the matrix set to 1, $m_{ij} = 1$ where each $m_{ij} = 1$ represents an edge or a relationship between $i$ and $j$. Using the notation, we have:

**Problem 2.** Given $A$, find $A = B \oplus C$ such that $|B| + |C|$ is minimum.
These edges or role related relationships with users and permissions are added with roles for the implementation of RBAC. While role relationships should be reduced for improved management of these assignments, reducing the number of roles also reduces the number of objects that administration has to manage. The same principle applies for roles. In the presence of roles, adding the least number of roles while ensuring correct permission to user assignments allows for reduced management of roles.

Observation 2. Reducing the number of roles reduces the administration required on roles.

This second observation deals with the number of roles present. The decomposition of $A$ into $B$ and $C$ should be such that the minimum number of roles is represented. Based on this observation, given $A$, we need to find decomposition $B$ and $C$ such that the number of roles is minimum satisfying Equation 2. Let the notation $|M|$ represent the number of roles in a role access matrix $M$. That is, the number of rows in the matrix. Using the notation, we have:

Problem 3. Given $A$, find $A = B \odot C$ such that $|C|$ is minimum.

The derivation of roles from existing user permission assignments must consider Problems 2 and 3. Doing so provides an approach for finding a role infrastructure that optimises administration and enterprise security management.

However, the relationship between roles and edges from roles is not always linear. The removal of one role may increase the number of edges for other roles and the removal of an edge from a role may produce the need for more roles. We want both the minimal number of edges and the minimal number of roles.

Observation 3. Reducing the number of roles and edges reduces administration required in a RBAC infrastructure.

Using the sum of the number of roles and edges as the optimisation measurement, this observation can be applied to our problem statement to find the optimal decomposition for increased administration benefits satisfying Equation 2.

Problem 4. Given $A$, find $A = B \odot C$ such that $|B| + |C| + |C|$ is minimum.

### 3.2.1 Problem extension for a hybrid approach

Using the given definitions, it is possible to search for a role infrastructure if a set of roles or partial roles definitions are specified. In some enterprises, there may be some limited understanding on what roles are required. If partial roles can be specified, then these roles should be protected and retained during the role discovery process.

When role specifications are made, the following observation is made in relation to the Graph Optimisation approach to role engineering:

Observation 4. Reducing the number of roles and edges while preserving partially defined roles reduces administration and ensures specified correctness of a RBAC infrastructure.

In our notation, partially defined roles means a partially defined $C$. Given $A$ and certain predefined roles (that is a partially defined $C$), find $B$ and $C$ such that the number of edges and the number of roles in the graph formed by $B$ and $C$ is minimal satisfying Equation 2.

Problem 5. Given $A$ and a partially defined $C$, find $A = B \odot C$ such that $|B| + |C| + |C|$ is minimum.

Problem 5 is a more general form of Problem 4 and can be solved to address more practical problems when there are notions of how the role infrastructure is to exist. Solving Problem 5 produces a hybrid approach to role engineering, permitting administrators to specify roles that must exist in the hierarchy.

### 3.3 Graph Optimisation Solution

To find the optimal graphing solution for a set of permission assignments, Problem 4 needs to be addressed. In this case, optimal refers to the best implementation for improved and efficient management of access control permissions. The desired solution should offer a reduction in roles and their relationships, ensuring the reduction of managed objects and the increase in efficiency of management.

Addressing Problem 4 can produce solutions for Problem 5. The latter problem is a simplification of the initial problem, having certain roles and their relationships defined, or various graph nodes and edges predetermined in the infrastructure. To deal with the first problem, $|B| + |C| + |C|$ must be calculated and optimised for $B$ and $C$ given $A$.  

---

**Algorithm 1 Graph Optimisation**

**Require:** users $u$, permissions $p$ and permission to user assignments $u \rightarrow p$

1. identify each user permission sets as possible role
2. calculate optimisation metric = number of edges + number of roles
3. {merge roles until stable}
4. while there can be more merges do
5. identify two roles
6. split or merge depending on permission set overlap
7. calculate new optimisation metric = number of edges + number of roles
8. if new optimisation metric > optimisation metric then
9. undo operation
10. else
11. old optimisation metric = new optimisation metric
12. end if
13. end while

In this research, Algorithm 1 is proposed as a Graph Optimisation solution to the problem. $A$ is reverse engineered to find $B$ and $C$ using the optimality metric, $|B| + |C| + |C|$. Users, permissions and permission assignments from $A$ are required and Step 1 of the algorithm forms starting roles from each user’s permission set. This step creates the initial graph that the Graph Optimisation algorithm manipulates. Step 2 of the algorithm calculates the optimisation metric as $|B| + |C| + |C|$.  

In steps 4 to 13, the algorithm identifies pairs of roles to analyse and performs merge or split operations if they improve the optimisation metric of the graph. Pairs of analysed roles can be separated into four scenarios depending on the permission set overlap of the two roles: (1) the roles’ permission sets are equal (2) one role’s permission set is a subset of the other role’s permission set (3) there is overlap between the two role’s permission sets and one permission set is not the subset of the other permission set and (4) the two roles’ permission sets are distinct.
In the first scenario, the two roles that are under investigation have the same permission set. When two roles are the same, they are merged into one role with their relations updated as in Figure 4. Users or roles that have been assigned either of the previous roles are now assigned to this new merged role. Merging two roles into one role will always improve the optimisation metric, reducing the number of roles by one and possibly reducing the number of edges.

The second scenario analyses roles where the permission set of the first role is a subset or superset of the permission set of the second role. When this situation occurs, a link from the superset to the subset is created and outgoing links from the superset role are updated (Figure 5).

This operation in scenario two will decrease or have no effect on the optimisation metric. When the role of the subset contains one link out, the creation of a link between the superset and this subset adds a link between the two roles and removes the direct links from the superset to the target of the link of the subset. This has no effect on the metric. Subsets with links out of the role greater than one are expected to decrease the optimality metric when an additional link between the subset and superset is added and at least one link is removed from the superset.

In scenario three, there is an overlap in the permission sets of the two roles where neither role’s permission set is a subset of the other role’s permissions (Figure 6). In this scenario, a role containing the overlap of the two roles is created and two links to this new role are created. The increase to the optimisation metric is the addition of the links from the original roles to the newly created role and the reduction to the optimisation metric is related to how many outgoing edges connect to the newly created role. Each edge leaving the newly created role potentially merges edges from the original two roles, causing a decrease in the number of edges. Generally when the created role contains two or more links out, the optimisation metric is unchanged or improved.

Finally, in the fourth scenario, the two roles analysed have distinct permission sets. No merge can be created between two such roles. The only operation that can be performed is to create a new role that is a superset of the permissions in the analysed roles and create relationships with the original roles. However, doing so would increase the metric by increasing the number of roles and also increasing the number of edges. No action is performed when roles with no overlapping permissions are dealt with.

The above description of the algorithm was been created to address Problem 4. To incorporate the possibility of partially defined roles as in Problem 5, additional role sets may be included as part of step 1 in Algorithm 1. These roles can be added as nodes into the graph with the corresponding relationships with other roles or permissions added. These roles will exist in the graph and merged according to the algorithm unless they violate the original partial definitions. Roles and edges can be tagged to be unmodified.

During runtime, the initial iteration checks for all role pair combinations. This operation is $O(n^2)$ where $n$ is the initial number of roles. In each subsequent iteration of the algorithm, only pairs involving the modified roles from the previous iteration need to be analysed. Iterations proceed until the structure is stable and no more pairs can be analysed or no further improvement of the optimisation metric is possible.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The algorithm was tested on a small and larger test set of user permission assignments from The University of Melbourne. Test environments did not have RBAC implementations. The permission sets are access control lists of permissions assigned to every user within The Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering. The smaller test set consisted of 20 users, 50 permissions and 161 permission to user assignments.

When the smaller test set were placed into a graph, there were 90 nodes and 181 edges. The 90 nodes consisted of 20 users, 20 corresponding roles and 50 permissions. The edges were 20 relationships between users and roles and 161 permission assignments from roles to permissions. The initial starting metric is $181 + 20 = 201$.

During Graph Optimisation, 33 successful merging operations took place. After the operation, there were 26 roles between the 20 users and 50 permissions, totaling in 96 nodes.
Figure 7: Produced hierarchical layout of small test data. The purpose of this diagram is to show the general architecture and complexities of a produced role based access control infrastructure.

The proposed algorithm was designed as a bottom up approach that analyses existing user permission assignments to extract roles for hierarchical RBAC. Depending on information present, partial role definitions can also be incorporated into the algorithm to produce a hybrid approach.

The results of the algorithm on real permission assignments show successful role engineering to produce effective roles in a comprehensive role inheritance hierarchy. Future work may incorporate the analysis of access logs to identify which edges offer better representations of a user’s permission list. In the situations where permission assignments are assigned erroneously, no longer referenced or no longer reflect the correct access permissions of a particular user, information in access logs of a user’s actual permission access may offer better insight into the user’s role within the enterprise. Using this information, edges may be removed from the optimisation graph and a more accurate representation can result.
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